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The business has grown rapidly during the last few years, both here in 
the UK as well as overseas. What has driven this growth? 

There have been three main drivers behind that growth. The first was 
consolidating and then increasing the market share of our UK business 
from twenty five percent to around forty percent. This created a strong 
foundation from which to then invest in other markets outside of the 
UK. The second driver of our growth has specifically been our success 
in opening up three key international markets of scale - North America, 
France and Australia - by establishing direct company ownership of 
our business units in those countries. Our total overseas business 
now represents circa sixty percent of our overall turnover. The third 
factor behind our rapid growth, and one which sets us apart from our 
competitors, is our aggressive NPD and innovation pipeline. Over a 
third of our incremental business each year now comes from these 
areas. 

What organisational challenges have you overcome so far and what 
further challenges do you anticipate facing, as Mayborn Group 
transitions into a global business? 

In the last twenty four months, we’ve invested around three million 
pounds in organisational ‘up weighting.’ This has involved changes to 
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our executive, global leadership and regional teams, making significant 
improvements to our innovation and digital capabilities, and defining 
and embedding a common set of values for our ‘global’ business. The 
speed and scale of change has been very challenging for a company of 
our size, but change needs to become a part of the DNA and culture 
of this organisation if it truly wants to become a global leader. Certainly 
an ongoing challenge for our global leadership team is to look for ways 
in which we can constantly push the boundaries of what we do further 
and faster.  

What ambitions are there to grow further beyond the UK? How is 
Mayborn Group typically approaching overseas markets? 

We follow three international development models: direct to market 
as well as third party and classical distributor management. The first 
two are the main catalysts for our international growth. So, our first 
priority is to drive significant growth in international markets where 
we have already established company-owned business units - notably 
North America, France and Australia. A second priority is to continue 
to develop partnerships with global and pan European retailers such 
as Amazon, Toys R Us, Carrefour and Tesco. Then a third driver is to 
use classical distributor management to help us engage with smaller, 
fragmented international markets. 

Mayborn Group acquired its French distributor in 2013 and more 
recently acquired the tommee tippee brand for Australia and New 
Zealand in 2015. Is growth through acquisition still on the agenda for 
Mayborn Group in the near future?

There are certainly lots of opportunities for route to market acquisition 
where we could acquire a direct relationship in market like we did in 
France and Australia, and establish company-owned business units. 
If a market has scale, then this approach is on the agenda and over 
the next five years we will be assessing the viability of this model in a 
number of new markets in Europe. Another area we are investigating, 
however, is brand and product acquisition. For this to be successful 
though it’s important to first identify products that have international 
appeal and where there is intellectual property which supports the 
journey we’re on.   

Customer recommendations and word-of-mouth marketing are a key 
factor in developing Mayborn Group’s brands. How does the business 
engage with Mums and parents? Where do you invest your marketing 
activities? 

There has been a fundamental shift in the power of recommendation. 
Fifteen years ago, your decision to buy a particular product for your 
baby or infant child would have been wholly influenced by a health 
professional, or you would have simply followed tacit beliefs passed 
down through your family. Today, it is very different. Over eighty 
percent of purchases in our sector are based on recommendations 
from friends, which now also includes your online ‘social community’ 
of friends. Our research suggests that every mum has a huge influence 
over other mums, so as you can imagine, customer recommendation 
is at the heart of our strategy and it is our ambition to be the most 
mum-to-mum recommended brand within our sector.  Over ninety 
percent of all of our brand investment is now in social and digital 
marketing. That includes engaging with mums via Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram as well as via retailer sites such as retailer.com, amazon.
com and mothercare.com and the plethora of parenting sites like 
Mumsnet, to raise awareness and create an emotional engagement 
with our brand.  

Certainly an ongoing 
challenge for our global 
leadership team is to look 
for ways in which we 
can constantly push the 
boundaries of what we do 
further and faster. 
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Have the actual shopping habits of parents changed in the same way 
that purchasing habits have changed in the grocery sector? 

Yes, massively. Five years ago, in the UK, our online sales accounted 
for a small percent of all sales. This year, just under thirty percent 
of our UK business’ revenue will be due to sales online. That’s a 
phenomenal change in such a relatively short period of time. It’s true 
that new mums today spend more hours on social networking sites and 
on mobile devices researching and buying products than any other 
consumer group, so we have to be ‘laser focused’ in our targeting 
and interrupt the purchasing journeys of new parents. What’s really 
apparent though is that our customers are becoming truly multi-
channel shoppers. Consequently, we’ve had to make sure that the 
front end of our commercial business is completely aligned to the 
multichannel mind-set.  

Mayborn Group is renowned for product innovation. What is the 
innovation process like at Mayborn Group? In your view, what are the 
barriers you need to overcome to succeed at innovation? 

NPD is the biggest growth driver for our organisation and our 
process is to blend different sorts of NPD and innovation for different 
purposes. In terms of classic innovation, we create value and grow 
market share by developing products that solve unmet needs. The 
‘Closer to Nature®’ bottle, which we launched in 2009, enabled 
mothers to interchange easily between breastfeeding and bottle 
feeding; nothing like that had ever existed before and it represented 
a real step-change for Mayborn Group. A more recent example is 
the Perfect Prep Machine™, launched in 2013, which essentially 
automates the twenty two manual steps involved in preparing a baby’s 
bottle. We also do a lot of ‘renovation’ to help incremental category 
growth and to ensure we are putting news out to the consumer and 
the retail trade that helps keep our brand moving forward. With 
regards to barriers, the biggest issue we have is making sure that the 
funnel of ideas is broad enough and then we must also tackle other 
typical important areas such as intellectual property and making sure 
we obtain a strong return on investment.

 
What is Mayborn Group currently doing to attract talent? Why should 
people join the business? 

We’re spreading the message that coming to work here means 
working for an established, well respected ‘global’ brand where 
you will get the chance to fulfil a nice blend of personal and career 
aspirations. So, yes, we are headquartered in the North East but we 
also have offices in Boston, Melbourne, Paris and Hong Kong and we 
increasingly offer our employees the opportunity to travel or live and 
work overseas. I believe that is a very attractive proposition. Finding 
talent based in the North East isn’t a problem either. We have some 
great people here already and I think the strength of our brand helps 
us to attract the best. There are also a lot of highly successfully ‘expats’ 
who we have been lucky to entice back home. Mark Hall (CFO), 
Martin Cooke (Global Brands Director) and James Young (Global 
Head of NPD) are all originally from the North East and before joining 
Mayborn Group, enjoyed international blue-chip careers. I do think the 
attractiveness of working in the region is still massively understated in 
the UK and that has caused issues for us in the past. More work could 
be done at a regional level to improve this.  

We’re spreading the message 
that coming to work here 
means working for an 
established, well respected 
‘global’ brand where you will 
get the chance to fulfil a nice 
blend of personal and career 
aspirations.

Our sourcing strategy ensures 
that we manage our risk, 
monitoring suppliers and, 
where it is required, moving 
our operations to minimise 
that risk.
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You’ve worked at the business pre and post-acquisition by 3i in 2006. 
How has the culture of the business changed since then? 

Mayborn Group is definitely a much sharper commercial organisation 
now than it was pre-acquisition. The business was always 
commercially driven, but there is now a lot more emphasis on the 
importance of growth. The management team has been tasked with 
the job of establishing Mayborn Group as one of the largest baby 
essentials brands in the world, and this has led to more risk taking 
across the organisation, because if you want disruptive revolutionary 
growth then you need to start making bold choices. And that is exactly 
what we’ve done over the last few years.   

What kind of leader are you? How do you get the most out of your 
teams?  
 
Honesty and integrity are the two values that I try to live by as a leader. 
I also play to win; I hate losing and really drive my teams to always try 
and be the best at what they do. My style isn’t commanding, however, 
I’m very approachable and will happily listen to people’s problems 
and ideas. It’s a real privilege to bring great talent to the North East 
and develop talent from within the region and as Mayborn Group 
continues to grow, it’s important to recognise that our success is down 
to our people and my job as CEO is to communicate that message 
internally and externally.   

What keeps you busy outside of work? 
 
I’m very competitive in my personal life, as well as my professional life, 
and satisfy that need by running and playing a lot of football. I also 
help coach my son’s football team and generally spend a lot of time 
outdoors with my family, walking and playing or watching sport. 

Mayborn Group is definitely 
a much sharper commercial 
organisation now than it was 
pre-acquisition. The business 
was always commercially 
driven, but there is now a 
lot more emphasis on the 
importance of growth.


